A mixed boundary node method is proposed for analyzing the free vibration of rectangular plates with variable thickness and general boundary conditions. The fundamental differential equations expressed by mixed variables are established and the unknown variables exist only on the partial boundary nodes. The relationship between the variables on the internal nodes and the pointed boundary nodes can be determined through using local regional integration and scanning technology. By utilizing boundary conditions, the discrete solutions for deflection of the plate with a concentrated load and arbitrary variable thickness are obtained and used to establish the eigen-value problem of matrix of the free vibration problem of plate. The convergence and accuracy of the numerical solutions for the natural frequency parameter calculated by the proposed method are investigated. The frequency parameters and their modes of free vibration are shown for some rectangular plates.
Introduction
Plates are common components in civil, aircraft and marine structures and have been extensively applied in practical engineering. Due to the material properties and the stress features of the plates, the internal force and deformation increase with the increasing of the diversity boundary conditions under loadings. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the stress state of plates in order to provide some basis for plates design. The vibration analysis of plates is important for avoiding the resonance and has been studied for rectangular plates with thickness varying in one direction [1] and two directions [2] .
Boundary element method (BEM) is an effectively numerical computational method used for solving linear partial differential equations to analyze the vibration problems of plates. It is to use the given boundary conditions to fit boundary values into the integral equations, rather than values throughout the space defined by partial differential equations. Applied in many fields of engineering and science, it has been developed alongside with finite element method (FEM) and finite difference method (FDM) providing more efficient such as reduction of the dimension of the system problem by one, high computational accuracy, less computing time and storage and well-suitable to an infinite domain problems. Tai and Shaw [3] first applied BEM to analyze the membrane vibration using a complex-valued kernel. Wong and Hutchinson [4] employed the direct BEM for solving clamped plates vibration. Xu Qiang [5] proposed an approach to free vibration analysis of plates based on the virtual boundary element method. The fundamental solution on the bending problem of the thin plate was applied to establish the integral equations on the virtual boundary of plate free vibration. The plate free vibration problem turned into algebraic eigenproblems which could be calculated directly. Wen [6] developed the dual boundary element equation to solve the cracked plate problem with dynamic loads by use of the moment integral equation. The applications of BEM to the dynamic characteristic of thin plate in lateral free vibration was presented by Fang Ying-wu [7] .
Recent decades have witnessed numerous researches on the meshfree technique for numerical solution of partial differential equations (PDE) since the construction of meshes in the standard boundary element method is not benefit in dealing with moving boundary and complex geometric domain problems. Several meshless methods have been proposed such as smoothed particle hydrodynamics, element-free Galerkin, method of fundamental solution, boundary knot method and so on. Liu and Chen [8] used elementfree Galerkin to analyze the static deflection and the natural frequencies of thin plates of complicated shape. In their work, the moving least-squares (MLS) interpolation was used to construct shape functions through a set of nodes arbitrarily distributed in the domain. Tsai et al. [9] applied the method of fundamental solutions (MFS) to solve eigenfrequencies of plate vibration of multiply connected domains. The complex-valued MFS combined with the mix potential methods were utilized to avoid the spurious eigenvalues in their paper. Hon and Chen [10] extended the BKM to solve 2D Helmholtz equation and convection-diffusion problems for intricately irregular geometry Based on the discrete method [11] , a mixed boundary node method (MBNM) is proposed here to analyze the free vibration of rectangular plates with variable thickness and general boundary conditions. The method is a mesh-free method with unknown variables only on half of the boundary. Compared the discrete method [11] , the present method can determine the relationship between the internal nodes and pointed boundary nodes rapidly by using local regional integration. Compared with other numerical computational methods, the present method provides some characteristics. Firstly, it does not require the fundamental solutions which are needed in the boundary element method, the method of fundamental solutions, the boundary knot method, etc. The starting point is to establish fundamental differential equations expressed by mixed variables. Secondly, the order of the differential equations is reduced to first-order from the forth-order by using mixed variables instead of deformation variables. That makes all the variables have the same accuracy. Thirdly, unknown variables exist only on the half of the boundary. That reduces the number of free degrees and the scale of the matrixes, therefore it can reduce calculating work and computing time. Lastly, the boundary conditions including torque conditions can be satisfied exactly on the pointed boundary nodes. In summary, the mixed boundary node method is an attractive numerical technique for less computational time, high accuracy and more efficient.
Mixed boundary node method
The fundamental differential equations of the plate with a concentrated load P at a point (x q , y r ), which are given by following equations.
where Q x , Q y the shearing forces, M xy the twisting moment, M x , M y the bending moments, θ x , θ y the slopes, w the deflection, D = Eh 3 /12(1 − ν 2 ): the bending rigidity, E, G: modulus, shear modulus of elasticity, ν:
By introducing the following non-dimensional expressions,
The differential equations (1-a) ~ (1-h) can be rewritten as follows
where
2 ): standard bending rigidity, h 0 : standard thickness of a plate. a,b: breadth, length of a
The plate can be considered as a group of discrete points shown in Fig. 1 .
Discrete points on a rectangular plate.
In this paper, the specified point (i,j) is chosen according to the regular order (1,1), (1,2 
where 
The solution X pij of the simultaneous equation (4) is obtained as follows, From the above expressions of the coefficients, it can be noted the two summations used in the method [11] have been changed to one summation. Therefore, the computing time of the coefficients can be reduced greatly. In this paper, three kinds of plate boundary conditions, namely, simply supported, fixed and cantilever are analyzed.
Characteristic equation of free vibration
By applying the Green function w , , , / which is the displacement at a point , of a plate with a concentrated load at a point , , the displacement amplitude w , at a point , of the rectangular plate during the free vibration is given as follows. , , , , , / (6) where is the mass density of the plate material.
Choosing as the standard mass density and using the non-dimensional expressions,
the integral equation can be rewritten as follows:
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Numerical results
The convergency and accuracy of numerical solutions have been investigated for the free vibration problem of some rectangular plates with variable thickness.
The convergent values of numerical solutions of frequency parameter for these plates have been obtained by using Richardson's extrapolation formula for two cases of combinations of divisional numbers m and n.
Simply supported rectangular plate with variable thickness
Numerical solutions for the lowest twenty one natural frequency parameters λ of a simply supported square plate and a rectangular plate of aspect ratio b/a=2 are shown in Table 1 . The convergent values of numerical solutions were obtained by using Richardson's extrapolation formula for the two cases of division numbers m (= n) of 12 and 16 for Ref. [12] by Leissa, and it shows the good convergency and satisfiable accuracy of the numerical solutions by present method. Numerical solutions for the lowest twenty one natural frequency parameters λ of a simply supported square plate and a rectangular plate of aspect ratio b/a=2 with a linear thickness variation in the η-direction given by h(η, ζ ) = h 0 (1 + αη) are shown in Table 2 and 3 for two cases of α=0.1 and 0.8. The convergent values of numerical solution were obtained for the two cases of divisional numbers m (= n) of 12 and 16 for the whole part of the plate. Table 2 and 3 involves the other theoretical values of the fundamental frequency by Apple and Byers [1] . The numerical solutions by present method have the good convergency and satisfiable accuracy of fundamental frequency.
Fixed rectangular plate with variable thickness
Numerical solutions for the lowest twenty one natural frequency parameters λ of a fixed square plate and a rectangular plate of aspect ratio b/a=2 are obtained for the two cases of divisional numbers m (= n) of 12 and 16 for the whole part of the plate. Table 4 involves the other theoretical values by Claassen and Thorne [13] . The numerical solutions by the present method have the good convergency and satisfiable accuracy.
Numerical solutions for the lowest twenty one natural frequency parameters λ of a fixed square with a sinusoidal thickness variation in the η, ζ-directons given by h(η, ζ ) = h 0 (1 − αsinπη)(1 − αsinπζ ) are shown in Table 5 
Conclusions
A mixed boundary node method was proposed for analyzing the free vibration problem of various types of rectangular plates with uniform or nonuniform thickness. Due to numerical works, it was shown that the numerical solutions by the proposed method had the good convergency and satisfiable accuracy for various type of rectangular plates with uniform or non-uniform thickness. 
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